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I Sketch the situation.

Tennis ball

r List all the objects that
interact with the ball.

I Represelt the ball with a .

dot (a p o in t p a rti c t e) and
represent with an arrow
each interaction of another
object with the ball. Con_
nect the tails of the anows
to the dot. Label each force
arrow with subscripts,
indicating the other object
causing the interaction and
the object on which the
force was exerted.

b. Discuss the lengths of the arrows on each free_body diagram.Why or why not?
Did you draw arrows of the same length on each diagram?
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1'3'2 Observe and represent Sahana continuously pushes a bowling ball with a board or mallet. The
ball starts at rest and moves faster and faster because of the pushing. pitt in the table that follows.

r3.3 observe and represent A friend drops a medicine ball, and
before it touches the ground. consider the mbtion of the ball after rt
moves down as your hands stop it). Fill in the table that follows.

r Sketch the situation.

r Sketch the situation.

. List all ofthe objects that
interact with the bowling
ball while being pushed.

I List all of the objects that
interact with the ball after
it touches your hand.

r Represent the ball with a

dot (a p oint particle) and
represent with an arrow
each interaction of another
object with the ball. Con-
nect the tails ofthe arrows
to the dot. Label the force
arrows with subscripts
indicating the other objects
causing each interaction
and the object on which
they exerted forces.

I Represent the ball with a
dot (apoint particle) and
represent with an arrow
each interaction of another
object with the ball. Con-
nect the tails of the arrows
to the dot. Label the force
arrows with two subscripts
indicating the other object
causing the interaction and
the object on which the
force was exerted.

I lndicate what forces'.can-
cel" or "balance" each
other and explain why.
Indicate ifthere is an

"unbalanced" force.

it falls straight down. you catch it
touches your hands (the ball

r Examine the relative
lengths ofthe force arrows
and indicate whether they
balance each other. Ifnot,
indicate the direction of
the unbalanced portion.
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Reasoning Skllls: Constructing a,Free-Body Diagram

A free-body diagram is another example of a physical representation used by physicists while
analyzingthe forces exerted on objects by other objects. It is used not only in mechanics but in
other fields of physics where forces are important. Below we show the steps that you need to
follow to draw the free-body diagram of a box that you pull with a rope along a rough surface.
The figure on the following page illustrates each step below. Follow the steps of the procedure
in the order indicated.

1. Sketch the situation described in the problem.
2. CfucLe an object (objects) of interest in the sketch; we call this "the system."
3. Model the system as a particle (if the object is somewhat smaller than the situation being

described or if all of its points move in the same way). Place a particle dot at the side of the
sketch to represent the system.

4. Look for objects outside the system (external objects) that interact with the system. Decide
wha't objects are important and what objects are not (e.g., perhaps the surfaces are smooth and
you can neglect friction).

5. Draw force arrows that represent the external interactions that affect the behavior of the system
object. Draw the tails of these force arrows beginning on the particle dot. Draw the lengths of
the arrows to represent the relative magnifudes of the forces. For example, if two people are
pushing on the same box, the arrow representing the force exerted by the person who pushes
harder should be longer.

6. Label the forces in the diagram. Note: The forces in the diagram should represent the force that
some object outside the system exerts on the object inside the system. To start, identifu the
external object that causes each force and also the object on which the force is exerted (e.g.,
F*.".," means the force that the rope exerts on the system object-in this case, tfre Uo"y. Sir-
faces can exert two forces: one perpendicular to the surface and the other parallel (friction). The
Earth pulls down on objects without touching them. we label this force 4 o., s.

activity continues )
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